In this paper, we introduce and study a new concept of summability in the category of multilinear operators, which is the Cohen strongly p-summing multilinear operators. We prove a natural analog of the Pietsch domination theorem and we compare the notion of p-dominated multilinear operators with this class by generalizing a theorem of Bu-Cohen.
Introduction
Pietsch has shown in [15, p. 338 ] that the identity from l 1 into l 2 is 2-absolutely summing but the adjoint operator is not 2-absolutely summing. For this, the concept of strongly p-summing linear operators (1 p ∞) was introduced by J.S. Cohen [5] as a characterization of the conjugates of absolutely p * -summing linear operators. An operator T between two Banach spaces X, Y is strongly p-summing for (1 < p ∞) if there is a positive constant C such that for all n ∈ N, x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ X and y * 1 , . . . , y * n ∈ Y * , we have The smallest constant C which is noted by d p (u) , such that the inequality (0. In this paper, we introduce another concept in the notion of summability for multilinear maps, which is the Cohen strongly p-summing multilinear operators. We give and prove the Pietsch domination theorem for this notion and we generalize the work of Q. Bu [4] to this category of operators. The p-summing operators will be replaced by r-dominated m-linear operators [13] .
The beginnings of the multilinear operators was appeared in [14] , Pietsch proposed and started a systematic study of multilinear operators between Banach spaces. This study was continued by several authors such as Alencar [1] , Alencar and Matos [2] , Matos [11] , Matos and Tonge [13] , Geiss [9] , Schneider [18] and several other authors. There are many definitions generalizing the notion of summability to multilinear operators; the definitions of absolutely p-summing, r-dominated and strongly p-summing multilinear operators (there are also other definitions such as the class of the multiple p-summing multilinear operators, see [3, 12, 16, 17] ). In the first definition there is no analogous of a Pietsch factorization domination but the vector space associated to this class is a Banach space. In the second, the concept of r-dominated m-linear operators has been defined in order to verify the Pietsch dominated theorem but the resulting space is a Banach space only if r > m. It was initially introduced by Pietsch [14] and for previous work on r-dominated multilinear operators and related concepts see [10] . The last concept was defined by Dimant [6] . It verifies the Pietsch domination theorem and the resulting space is a Banach space. This paper is organized as follows.
In the first section, we give some basic definitions and properties. We introduce in the second section, a multilinear version of strongly p-summing operators studied by Cohen in [5] for which the resulting vector space is a Banach space. We prove a natural analog of Pietsch domination theorem for such operators similar to the linear case by applying Ky Fan's lemma. In the linear case, Cohen deduces it simply from the adjoint operator because it is p * -summing.
In the third and final section, we compare the notion of p-dominated m-linear operators and Cohen strongly p-summing m-linear operators by generalizing a result due to Bu [4] . We show that the space
, the space of all Cohen p-summing m-linear operators; where H j (1 j m) is a Hilbert space and Y is a Banach space by using the multiple Kahane's inequality.
Basic definitions and properties
In this section we introduce some terminology and properties concerning the multilinear operators and r-dominated operators.
Let m ∈ N and X 1 , . . . , X m , Y be Banach spaces over the real numbers. We will denote by L(X 1 , . . . , X m ; Y ) the space of all continuous m-linear operators from Let now X be a Banach space and 1 p ∞. We denote by l p (X) (respectively l n p (X)) the space of all sequences (x i ) in X with the norm
, and by l ω p (X) (respectively l nω p (X)) the space of all sequences (x i ) in X with the norm
where X * denotes the dual (topological) of X. The closed unit ball of X will be noted by B X . We know (see [8] (X) .
(1.1)
We will denote by
which is a quasi-Banach space if we consider the quasi-norm δ r (T ), the infimum of all C verifying the above inequality. If r > m, δ r (T ) is a norm on
This definition is equivalent to: for every n in N and v j : l n r * → E j such that v j (e i ) = x j i , we have by (1.1)
The importance of this class arises since these operators verify a domination theorem similar to the linear case. In fact, we have the following which we use in the sequel. for every x j ∈ X j . Moreover, we have in this case
Consequently, r 1 -dominated implies r 2 -dominated for r 1 r 2 .
For the convenience of the reader we also give the following theorem due to Geiss [9] . 
the natural isometric injection and S j is the closure of the space k j (i X j (X j )) and such that T = δ r (T ).

Cohen strongly p-summing multilinear operators
We will extend to multilinear operators the class of strongly p-summing operators defined in 1973 by Cohen [5] . We prove directly the principal result of this section, which is the Pietsch domination theorem. For the linear case, Cohen deduces it obviously by duality because the adjoint of a strongly p-summing operator is absolutely p * -summing. 
. The proof of the following proposition is easy.
The main result of this section is the next extension of the "Pietsch domination theorem" for the class of multilinear operators. For the proof we will use the following lemma due to Ky Fan. The reader can see [8, p. 190 
This implies that T ∈ D m p (X 1 , . . . , X m ; Y ) and d m p (T ) C.
To prove the first implication, let K = B Y * * . Consider the set C of probability measures on C(K) * . It is a convex compact of C(K) * endowed with its weak * topology σ (C(K) * , C(K)). Let M be the set of all functions on C with values in R of the form
where (x j i ) 1 i n ⊂ X j , 1 j m and (y * i ) 1 i n ⊂ Y * . These functions are convex and continuous. We now apply the Ky Fan's lemma with
It follows that
(
Finally we have
and
Let now y 0 ∈ B Y * * be such that
and f of the form (2.5). We have
(δ y 0 is the Dirac's measure supported by y 0 .) Using the elementary identity
we find that 
Fix > 0. Replacing x j by 1 1/m x j , y * by y * and taking the infimum over all > 0 (see (2.6)), we find
This implies that
which concludes the proof. 2 Corollary 2.5.
Proof. It is immediate by the inequality (2.3). 2
Generalization of Bu's theorem
In this section, we will use the multiple Khintchine's inequality (for more details see [7] ) and also the multiple Kahane's inequality which we prove. Let D = {−1, +1} N equipped with its uniform probability measure μ and its Borel σ -algebra B.
where the constants A p , B p are those of the simple Khintchine's inequality. The following proposition, concerning the multiple Kahane's inequality, was communicated by D. Pérez-García. Let 1 p < ∞. Let Rad p (μ, X) be the vector space of all almost unconditionally summable sequences (x n ) in a Banach space X. It is a Banach space under the norm 
where K p,q is the simple constant of Kahane's inequality (μ i = μ).
Proof. We do it by induction. For n = 1, it is the simple Kahane's inequality. Let us suppose the result true for n − 1, n 2. We have
by the induction hypothesis is equivalent to
.
Which is also equivalent by Kahane's inequality to
and this is equal to
. 
Using a general form of Hölder inequality we obtain
This yields by the multiple Khintchine's inequality (3.1) that
Hence again by Hölder's inequality 
(T ).
This ends the proof. 2
